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Commodore’s Comments

Wow, summer is finally here, even if it’s not
official for another couple of days.  It finally
showed up with a vengeance. What a treat to have
summer weather combined with spring winds!
We’ve had several good sailing weeks in a row.  I
was able to get to the icebreaker cruise, tied up to
the steady Aldebaran, and had the pleasure of
hosting the first cocktail hour aboard my own lovely
little boat.

However, all boat owners know — it’s
always something.  So my wonderful Mutima is
having a hard life, waiting in the yard to get work
done.  I’ve already learned that boat ownership is a
lot like home ownership — there is always
something that needs fixing, and the hardest part is
finding someone who knows what they are doing —
and will simply show up on schedule.

I missed the Memorial Day cruise, and I’ll
have to sample my cheap wine in the backyard.  I
hope to catch up with the schedule later in the
season.  Dick Callis has really laid out a terrific,
long cruise in July, which I fully intend to enjoy
vicariously through the Hornpipe writeups.  I urge
all of you who haven’t yet made a cruise this year to

combine the club camaraderie with the terrific
sailing this season.

With the glorious weather we’ve been
having, I had to do something to get out on the
water.  I found the sailing kit for my eight-foot hard
dinghy, and you just might find me buzzing around
the Bodkin.  See you out on the water someday
soon!  I might be the one in the tiny little red
dinghy, rowing furiously to get out of your way.
Nan Shellabarger

Zerhusen’s New Boat

We have a boat! After driving to Florida
three times; New Bern, North Carolina; Long Island
New York; and Rockland, Maine (altogether 7500
miles); we found her here in Annapolis!  Hank and I
had set our sights on a skeg-hung rudder, internal
ballast, and a classic-looking older boat. All the
ones we saw were project boats. We've been that
route, so decided to go with the newest boat in our
size-and-price range regardless of skeg and rudder
design. So our new "hole in the water" is a Hunter
375.  She'll sail well in the bay (we may even keep
up with Dick Callis), and we can do coastal cruising
as well.
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Look for us.  We have a light blue bimini
and hard dodger, white hull, and her name on both
hull  s ides aft  is  now O c t a v i a.
Jan and Hank Zerhusen

Shake Down Cruise – May 14-15
 

A small group of indomitable sailors met at
Eagle's Cove in Magothy River on May 14 & 15. 
These included Ed & Robbie Sabin, Ed & Pat
Shippey, Jenny & John Poniske, and Nan
Shellabarger in an almost-maiden voyage for her
boat, Mutima.  We were lucky with the weather as
the dark clouds in the late p.m. did not turn into a
raging downpour.  The wind cooperated also in that
at least two of the boats were able to sail both to and
from the raft-up site.  There was a giant raft of
power boats near us, but they did not disturb us
during the night. 

The first sail of the year is always a time for
relearning our way around the boat, slipping and
tripping and almost falling into the cockpit.  But I
don't think anyone actually hurt themselves on this
trip and no one went aground! 

See you on the bay!
 Ed Sabin

Memorial Day Cruise to the Wye

As I left to spend Friday evening on board
Breezing Up to prepare for the weekend cruise, the
latest weather forecasts looked pretty good, and
there seemed to be a good chance that we'd have at
least five boats taking part.  I'd hoped for six,
counting the Zerhusens, who were hard at work in
their slip at Hammock Island, on their impressive
"new" boat, a Hunter 37.5 with pretty baby-blue
canvas, previously named Koinonia but now
rechristened Octavia. They said they weren't going
to be ready in time, but promised a boat tour as soon
as she was ready to be shown off.

When Jutta joined me Saturday morning, we
were down to three boats:  Breezing Up, Windsong
(Dick and Barbara Callis), and In Like Flynn (Tom
and Adrian Flynn).  Bob Lowenstein and Suzanne
Bucher had flown in from Wisconsin and had hoped
to have Magdalena ready to join us, but they were

having problems with fuel filters and a balky
engine, and had to drop out.  Andy and Usha
Monjan had planned to join us on Impulse, but
unfortunately Usha wasn't feeling well, so they
dropped out as well.

We "slipped" our slip at Hammock Island at
10:00 a.m. Saturday, and enjoyed a comfortable
motorsail across the bay to Love Point Light, then
on to Kent Narrows.  Despite fairly heavy boat
traffic, we cruised under the drawbridge at 1:00
p.m. and motored/sailed down Eastern Bay under a
nice sunny sky.  As we approached Drum Point
Cove on the Wye, we contacted the Flynns on the
radio — they were already there and securely
anchored.  By now the skies had turned dark, and
the clouds looked ominous and rather strange.  We
spotted In Like Flynn and decided to drop our hook
near them.  Of course the winds picked up and
shifted just as I let the anchor go (a second time,
after clearing the fouled anchor float on the first
attempt).  Despite some clumsiness on my part, the
anchor caught and held.  We contacted the Callises,
who said they had dropped the hook in Shaw Bay
out of respect for the passing squall.  After things
calmed down, the Flynns rafted up alongside us,
and the Callises joined us for a delightful and
extended social hour, including a fascinating inside
discussion of the live-aboard life style on In Like
Flynn.  We then spent a comfortable night at anchor
in one of the most beautiful anchorages on the bay.

Having established phone contact with Art
and Sue Grotz aboard Lauren A (they were
spending the night on board, in Swan Creek), we
checked the weather forecast and made plans to raft
up with them Sunday in Grays Inn Creek on the
Chester River.

After a leisurely breakfast Sunday morning,
the Callises left first, at about 10:00 a.m., in hopes
of catching sufficient westerlies to reach up Eastern
Bay.  The Flynns decided to stay put (Tom wasn't
feeling well), and we hoisted our anchor and headed
out about 10:45 a.m. We sailed some and motored
some, finally passing under the Kent Narrows
drawbridge at 1:30 p.m.  Motoring east, then sailing
north, we neared the Green #1 can marking the
entrance to Grays Inn Creek, and picked up a radio
call from the Callises.  They had encountered "a bit
of trouble" finding their way through the narrow
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(unmarked) entrance, but were comfortably
anchored.  I took a heading of 330M from Green #1,
and with one eye on my chart plotter (which
reassured me that I was on a good course) found at
least 12 feet all the way in.  After expressing some
doubts about his anchor holding, Dick invited us to
raft up with them, which we did.  We then contacted
the Grotzes by cell phone, just as they were nearing
the entrance.  They had no trouble coming in on the
330 degree heading, and were soon rafted up with
us.  After another extended social hour with lots of
fascinating stories all around, we all enjoyed a
comfortable night in another lovely anchorage.

The Grotzes were the first to leave Monday
morning, then Windsong raised anchor, and finally
we headed out.  Light winds meant we motored
almost all the way home; but it was a nice spring
day otherwise, and Breezing Up managed to sail the
last couple of miles home. She was comfortably at
rest in her slip when the next set of squalls passed
through.
George Alberts

Selling Salud
The last two weekends have been

bittersweet for me:  on June 4, Nan and I putt-putted
Salud down the main branch of the Bodkin from Ed
and Robbie Sabin’s house into the back creek
where, at Geisler’s Marina, she once again took up
residence on her trailer. From there — after Nancy
spent several hours removing the winter’s
accumulated growth from the hull, and I secured her
for transit — she traveled over South Mountain to
the alley behind my house where she will stay until
a new owner claims her.  This weekend, I sorted out
her gear, cleaned the saloon, and prepared the
outboard for long-term storage. A few more
afternoons of work will take care of the little repairs
and exterior cleaning that will make her really
presentable.

I know that some people can buy and sell
boats (houses, cars…) with barely a second thought,
but I’m not one of them.  This boat, not my first or
last, represents a part of my life that I cherish.  I
first sailed her 24 years ago with Dad when she was
his and brand new and I was pregnant with my son.
I inherited her ten years later.  She has been both a
joy and a white elephant at times (what do you do

with a sailboat in Pittsburgh?!).  I taught my
children what they know of sailing on this boat.  I
have sailed her in the waters of four states; with my
parents in New York, Ohio, and Florida, with my
family and with friends, especially Nan. She was
the catalyst that allowed Nan and me to
recommence our friendship and for both of us to
gain sailing knowledge and experience that we
wouldn’t otherwise have gotten. It took six months
— from the time that Nan bought Mutima — to
REALLY decide that I was going to sell her, but the
first time the words came out of my mouth was
when a guy at Geisler’s came over to ask about her
(he had bought her smaller cousin last year).

My long-suffering husband is annoyed that
she is taking up so much of what little off-street
parking we have. He is, of course, right that I
“should” have sold her before I had to bring her
home, but he’s not a sailor, so I’ll forgive him, both
for being right and being annoyed. I have had to
promise to refurbish his canoe in return for not
being harassed about Salud, but I don’t mind.
Messing about with boats, even on dry land, is a
great comfort to one who is, however temporarily,
no longer captain of her own ship.
Linda Jensen

Menhaden Matter
 “What can I do to help?”  Well now is your

chance.  As you may well know, the Menhaden
Board of the Atlantic States Marine Fisheries
Commission (ASMFC) has just recently sent out for
public comment interim management options for
Atlantic Menhaden in the Chesapeake Bay while an
ecosystem-based study is conducted.  We don’t
have the exact dates as yet, but the comment period
will roughly begin June 1 and continue through July
15.  In addition to the comment period, nine states
along the coast will hold public hearings; we
believe these will take place between June 27 and
July 14. 

Here is how you can help:  Menhaden
Matter is planning on conducting a number of
activities during the public comment period
regarding the interim management of Atlantic
menhaden.  More specifically we plan to —

-   Generate comments in each target state
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- Turnout anglers, conservationist and
environmentalists to public hearings

-   Assist in finding key people to testify at
hearings

-  Conducting various press activities using
the hearings as a focal point

 Please let me know if you would like to
participate in any of the following.  It may be as
easy as asking 25 friends to sign postcards or
recruiting 10 of your buddies to show up at the
public hearings and speak out against the industrial
harvest of menhaden; or if you know any scientists
or state fisheries managers who support a common
sense approach to the management of menhaden,
ask them to bring their knowledge and expertise to
the hearings!

During the most recent meeting of the
ASMFC, industry representatives asked the board to
open state waters that are currently closed to the
industrial fleet.  The board flatly rejected this
notion, and we can only expect it will be a recurring
theme at the public hearings.  States scheduled to
hold public hearings include:  Maine, Rhode Island,
Connecticut, New York, New Jersey, Delaware,
Maryland, Virginia, and North Carolina.  The non-
state member is the Potomac River Fisheries
Commission, and they will most likely hold their
hearing at their offices in Virginia. 

 Please feel free to contact me by phone or
email if you have any questions regarding our
organization or the ASMFC process during this
open comment period.  Please log on to our website
at www.menhadenmatter.org and please respond to
this email at info@menhadenmatter.org.  Thanks
and I look forward to hearing from you!
Todd Keller
Campaign Director, Menhaden Matter
Submitted by Ed Sabin

Our First Real Cruise

In the fall of 1991, Pat and I made our first
“real” cruise. With our new (to us) boat we had day-
sailed out of Annapolis and even made a few local
over-niters to Whitehall Bay.  We hadn’t attempted
anything, however, that really required any
navigation skill or got us very far from home port.  

My log entry for our first real cruise was sort
of an understatement:

We spent Friday night in Whitehall Bay;
Saturday and Sunday in Swan Creek.
Watched two boats break loose Saturday
night and run aground as a cold front came
through.  Very overcast on Saturday. Very
clear on Monday.  Good cruise.

It does bring back memories though!

This would be our longest cruise to date and
the first time we went north of the bay bridge.  By
now, we had done a lot of sailing in the mouth of the
Severn River and setting an anchor was something
we could do with a reasonable degree of confidence.
With a three-day weekend, we had a perfect
opportunity to sail to someplace we had never been
before.  Swan Creek seemed like a good destination,
based on information in the cruising guide.

We went to the boat on Friday after work to
get an early start on the long weekend.  As we had
done several times before, we headed up to Whitehall
Bay for the night.  On Saturday morning we awoke to
a sky that was overcast, and this gave us some
misgivings about finding our way to Swan Creek.
Navigating our way to someplace we had never been
before might be a challenge. (This was before
LORAN was in common use, and GPS did not exist.
Remember when compass headings and the bearings
to shore features and checking out navigation aids
were the only way to figure out where you were and
where to go? )

With some apprehension we pulled our
anchor and had a pleasant sail past the bay bridge.  I
thought I had things pretty much under control until
we reached the mouth of the Chester River, then
doubts started setting in.  Every other boat was
heading east or southeast, and I thought we should be
heading north. What did they know that we didn't?  I
really began to doubt my navigation skills.  Did I
really know where we were going?  However, after
Pat and I checked the charts, we decided to trust our
skills in navigating and continued north.  Sure
enough, we found Rock Hall and Swan Creek right
where they were supposed to be.  Later, we figured
out that all the other boats were headed for the Kent
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Narrows or up the Chester River.  It is so obvious
now, but it sure wasn’t back then.

There were already many boats anchored in
Swan Creek when we arrived, making it difficult to
find a good place to set the hook.  Every space
seemed to be filled with boats — where would we
anchor?  I noticed a couple of sailboats over by the
northeast shore with lots of open water near them and
decided to go over to that area.  Well, the bottom
came up real fast, and we were aground for our first
time.  I hadn’t been going very fast and got off
relatively easily.   I took a second look at the boats we
had been heading toward. They both were small boats
with outboard motors and obviously drew less than
our 5’-3” draft.  An important lesson learned:  Just
because someone else can get there doesn’t mean you
can. We eventually found a place that we could fit in,
anchored, and then sat in the cockpit and enjoyed
watching all the activities in the busy anchorage.  We
had been part of the “show” for awhile, now we could
enjoy.

Around dinner time, a powerboat came by
and picked up the people on two boats that were
rafted together a short distance from us.  You can
leave your boat unattended while at anchor?  They
must be going ashore for dinner.  What a neat idea,
we thought!  Is this what people do?  Is it safe to
leave your boat unmanned?  Well, at about 2200 a
front came through with winds probably in the 15- to
25-plus-knot range, and the questions were partially
answered.

As the winds had picked up, Pat and I had a
little disagreement on whether it was necessary for
me to keep sticking my head out of the cabin with
such great regularity.  She felt that there was nothing
I could do if something did happen.  I wasn’t sure
whether I could do anything either, but I’d be damned
if I wasn’t going to be ready in case I could.
Anyhow, at about 2300 someone yelled out that two
boats were adrift, and I watched in amazement as the
two previously mentioned unmanned boats dragged
their anchors through the anchorage.  The boats then
made a 90-degree turn in front of our boat and went
aground about 100 feet away.  I probably couldn't
have done much if the boats had decided to come
toward our boat; but if I hadn’t been watching, I
would have missed the event.

This is the way the two sailboats that broke loose and dragged
their anchor through Swan Creek on September 1, 1991, looked
the next morning.  This is not the way that sailboats reproduce.

Later that evening the diners returned, and
with a moonless night it took them some time to
figure that their boats were aground.  I heard the man
who had set the anchor declare, as he pulled on the
anchor rode, that his anchor was holding well.  The
other guy then commented that the boats weren’t
rocking.  Shortly thereafter they began efforts to get
off the sand spit.  They were not successful and spent
a very uncomfortable night on board.

The next morning I talked to one of the
owners, and he said that they didn’t think things
looked quite right when they had returned.  Our C&C
29 had a red hull, and they had looked for it with their
flashlight as a landmark when they came back.  Not
seeing us where we had been before they left, they
figured that we must have moved.  Later that morning
at high tide and with the help of some big
powerboats, they were pulled off.

After this exciting event, the rest of the
weekend was pleasantly unremarkable.  Monday, on
our way home, we were amazed at how the front had
cleared the air.  Leaving Swan Creek, we were
greeted with a view that extended down the bay well
past Annapolis. Sailing back to our home port, we
talked about our first real cruise, and we both sort of
chuckled.  With the limited visibility on Saturday, we
had been confused.  On Monday, though, with a clear
sky, we could see the Annapolis radio towers when
we left Swan Creek.  We really had just gone only a
few miles out of the mouth of the Severn.
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On the serious side, though, we had learned
about the risks of leaving your boat unattended when
a front is coming through.  We had gained some
confidence in out ability to navigate.  We had learned
to be aware of the bottom.  We had also been exposed
to the enjoyable concept of going ashore for dinner.
Most importantly, we had gained a whole lot of
confidence.

Since this trip, Pat and I have always
considered getting out of sight of the Annapolis radio
towers to be the mark of a real bay cruise.  However,

we still realize that a real part of the beauty of the bay
lies in the number of beautiful anchorages and
experiences that can be found so close to home.
Ed Shippey

THANKS TO ALL WHO HAVE CONTRIBUTED TO THIS AND PAST ISSUES OF THE
H O R N P I P E .  WE HAVE FOUND THESE STORIES MOST ENTERTAINING.
WITHOUT YOUR STORIES AND INFORMATIVE ARTICLES, HOWEVER, WE WILL
HAVE VERY LITTLE TO REPORT IN OUR UPCOMING NEWSLETTERS; SO PLEASE
KEEP SENDING IN YOUR ARTICLES.


